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Scientific Computing with Multicore and Accelerators (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2010

	The hybrid/heterogeneous nature of future microprocessors and large high-performance computing systems will result in a reliance on two major types of components: multicore/manycore central processing units and special purpose hardware/massively parallel accelerators. While these technologies have numerous benefits, they also pose substantial...
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Electric Machinery and Power System FundamentalsMcGraw-Hill, 2001
Stephen J. Chapman is a leading author in the area of machines. He brings his expertise to the table again in "An Introduction to Electric Machinery and Power Systems." This text is designed to be used in a course that combines machinery and power systems into one semester. Chapman's new book is designed to be flexible and allow...
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Handbook of Chemoinformatics Algorithms (Chapman & Hall/CRC Mathematical and Computational Biology)CRC Press, 2010

	Unlike in the related area of bioinformatics, few books currently exist that document the techniques, tools, and algorithms of chemoinformatics. Bringing together worldwide experts in the field, the Handbook of Chemoinformatics Algorithms provides an overview of the most common chemoinformatics algorithms in a single...
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Essentials of MATLAB ProgrammingCengage Learning, 2008

	Stephen Chapman's Essentials of MATLAB Programming is a successful freshman-level text that is useable in a wide range of courses. This brief text serves two purposes -- it teaches how to program using MATLAB as a technical programming language as well as teaching students the basics of computer programming. Using top-down design...
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Professional Web Design: The Best of Smashing Magazine (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Create Fantastic Web Sites with Advice From Some of the Best in the Industry


	Professional Web Design presents guidelines for professional Web development, including communicating with clients, creating a road map to a successful portfolio, rules for professional networking, and tips on designing user interfaces for business...
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Knowledge Discovery from Data Streams (Chapman & Hall/CRC Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery Series)CRC Press, 2010

	In the last three decades, machine learning research and practice have
	focused on batch learning usually using small datasets. In batch learning, the
	whole training data is available to the algorithm, which outputs a decision
	model after processing the data eventually (or most of the times) multiple
	times. The rationale behind this...
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Digital Media ToolsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
Digital Media Tools is a clearly focused introduction to acquiring skills in the use of major software tools to create multimedia. It will help you in the practical preparation of illustrations and still images, video animation and sound as well as multimedia authoring for the Web. With the benefit of these experts coaching you, as you...
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The Greek Wars: The Failure of PersiaOxford University Press, 2005
THE viewpoint of this book is no longer novel, and the concerns of scholars are different from what they were over four decades ago when I began to lecture on Xenophon and on the Persian Wars. One must salute above all Pierre Briant, but also Amelie Kuhrt and the late Heleen Sancisi-Weerdenburg, to whom all students are much beholden not only for...
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High Performance Computing: Programming and Applications (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computational Science)CRC Press, 2010

	The future of high-performance computing (HPC) lies with large distributed parallel systems with three levels of parallelism, thousands of nodes containing MIMD* groups of SIMD* processors. For the past 50 years, the clock cycle of single processors has decreased steadily and the cost of each processor has decreased. Most applications would...
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Riots I Have KnownSimon & Schuster, 2019

	
		“Dark, daring, and laugh-out-loud hilarious, Riots I Have Known is one of the smartest—and best—novels of the year.”—NPR

		

		“Chapman establishes himself as a master of wit, satire, and heart.”—Apple Books
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In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High Tech Marketing DisastersApress, 2006

	In Search of Stupidity: Over Twenty Years of High-Tech Marketing Disasters, Second Edition is National Lampoon meets Peter Drucker. It's a funny and well-written business book that takes a look at some of the most influential marketing and business philosophies of the last twenty years. Through the dark glass of hindsight, it...
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Handbook of Spatial Point-Pattern Analysis in Ecology (Chapman & Hall/CRC Applied Environmental Statistics)CRC Press, 2013

	Understand How to Analyze and Interpret Information in Ecological Point Patterns


	Although numerous statistical methods for analyzing spatial point patterns have been available for several decades, they haven’t been extensively applied in an ecological context. Addressing this gap, Handbook of Spatial...
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